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Summary

Walking is a fascinating invention of nature. It is versatile, flexible and perfectly adapted to a natural
environment. Walking in its various realizations enables the biological systems to have access to all
the natural structures of the earth. Walking realizes motion, and motion with motion planning is the
basis for intelligence, as modern biologists state. If intelligence is defined as the ability to deal with
unknown and new situations, biological movement, both mental and physical, can be considered as a
manifestation of intelligence.

Walking has been detected by engineers some 20-30 years ago, although before that time numerous tri-
als had been made to realize some mechanisms with walking capabilities. Nowadays the computer age
and a large variety of sophisticated technologies give walking machine realizations a high probability
of success. My group at the Technical University of Munich started in 1989 to design and to realize a
six-legged walking machine MAX, which followed very closely the neurobiological findings by Pro-
fessor Cruse in Bielefeld with respect to the control of walking stick insects. Although this machine is
already 12 years old, its control concept is still very modern and in the area of neurobiology a matter
of ongoing research. Without any central surveillance the control of MAX is completely autonomous,
also in uneven terrain.

The six-legged machine MAX was followed by the eight-legged machine MORITZ, which was able
to walk in tubes of any position and orientation, and the control of which possesses on a lower level
that of MAX supplemented by a high-level structure being able to manage the contact forces at the
foot-contacts at the inner tube wall. After these research results a large priority project of the German
Research Foundation (DFG) enabled the Institute to develop a biped machine with a certain degree
of autonomy, which could be achieved by the combination of the two-legged machine JOHNNIE.
JOHNNIE is a light-weight design with 17 joints, a height of 1.80 m and a weight of about 40 kg. The
talk will present more details.
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